Audio Format Conversion
Specializing in converting Audio Cassettes
and LP Records to MP3/ Audio CD
Perfect Solutions Audio was born out of my hobby of playing with recording and putting many of my tapes and
vinyl records onto CDs. It has now grown into something a little larger, with friends and family getting me to convert
some of their recordings into some sort of digital format or modern media.
I don't have sophisticated equipment, I don't usually spend time remastering the recordings for better quality, I
don't guarantee that your audio cassette won't choose to commit suicide in my deck, and I don't charge for my services.
Most of what I do can be done with a very simple setup, and using mostly free or cheap software.
This is a hobby, not a business, and as of right now I have no intentions of turning it into a business. I reserve the
right to deny my services to any individual or organization at any time.
My practice is to break music recordings into one track per song and speaking / lecture recordings into one
minute tracks with gapless playback.
Due to the instability of most media, I make no guarantees or promises regarding the state of your media
upon its return to you, regardless of the age or condition of the media when I receive it. The newer the media is, the
better the odds that you will get a good copy and that your original media will come back in good condition, but even a
wrapped audio cassette is susceptible to temperature changes, demagnetization, and age. Media as it is referred to here
includes, but is not limited to: Audio cassettes, CDs, DVDs, and vinyl records.
You are held responsible to ensure that you have rights to copy the media that you send to me. Copyright law
allows you to make copies of audio recordings for personal use, provided that you have a legal original. Personal use
means that you can have a copy at home, in your car, and at your office, but you can’t distribute a copy to a friend, even
if you do so free of charge.
This is not a business. You will NOT be billed. Donations are accepted, but neither encouraged nor discouraged
and I reserve the right to deny my services to any individual or organization at any time.
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